HUMMER
The New American Legend
Your Opportunity To Own America’s Unique HUMMER®

Perhaps once in a generation a fortunate few are presented with a truly unique opportunity. The great modernization of our nation’s military equipment during the last decade gave birth to a strikingly advanced high mobility 4-wheel drive multipurpose vehicle. Now you can own the HUMMER, the amazing American vehicle which has set the standard for the world.

Designed by AM General to meet the tough requirements of the U.S. armed forces and tested by five years of hard peacetime use, there are now over ninety thousand military HUMMERS in service worldwide.

The HUMMER has demonstrated its unique capabilities in the harsh environment of ground combat.

Not just an improvement, the HUMMER represents a revolution in light truck technology.

Whether your road is carrying you to that special place, or just away from the ordinary, the HUMMER puts you in control.

Liberated from the tyranny of the pavement...

Move across the surface of your world with a confidence and security you never before dreamed possible.

The 6.2L V-8 diesel engine delivers full-time power to all four wheels, which are independently suspended from a remarkable chassis. A bonded and riveted aluminum body and a steel chassis make the HUMMER tough and unusually resistant to corrosion, yet amazingly light and flexible for a vehicle with over two tons of payload capacity. The 16 inches of ground clearance allows incredible performance and stability.

For personal transportation needs, or as the answer to a transportation problem in your business, you are invited to experience for yourself The New American Legend...

...the HUMMER.

The HUMMER offers you terrain-taming power — under control.

For More Information
Please Telephone 1-800-3-HUMVEE
Experience a freedom...

...you’ve never enjoyed before as you guide your HUMMER exactly where you want to go. You may require this machine’s full capabilities only rarely, but the HUMMER’s power and control will liberate you like no other vehicle.

Even 30 inches of water is no barrier to a HUMMER.
HUMMER®
The New American Legend

HUMMER

Equipped to Handle the World

AM General is introducing the civilian HUMMER with the sale of 1,000 Limited Edition vehicles to the general public. These vehicles will retain the same drive train, chassis and basic body construction as the military version, with certain modifications to fit civilian requirements such as improved seating and interior appointments and conversion to a 12-volt electrical system.

All HUMMER models come fully equipped with the following features to enhance their performance and your enjoyment.

- 6.2L Diesel Fuel Injected V-8
- Fully automatic 3-speed transmission
- 12 volt 85 amp alternator
- Four-wheel inboard mounted disc brakes
- 36 month/36,000 mile bumper-to-bumper warranty
- Special one-day training session
- Tour of HUMMER manufacturing facility
- AM/FM stereo radio with cassette player
- Halogen headlamps
- 3-point seatbelts
- Individual bucket seats

A few additional factory options will be offered:

- Air conditioning (first available late 1992)
- 120 amp alternator, trailer towing package, and swingaway spare tire carrier with wheel and tire
- Central Tire Inflation System

* The HUMMER’s Central Tire Inflation System is an exclusive exciting option that gives the driver control of tire inflation pressure from the dashboard, allowing on-the-move adjustments to improve traction and adjust the ride.

Other accessories available by time of delivery will include a 12,000 lb. electric winch, underbody protection package, and a brush and headlight guard.

AM General Corporation
A Subsidiary of LTV Aerospace and Defense Company
Post Office Box 7025, South Bend, IN 46634-7025

HUMMER Models Available

The 4 Passenger Hard Top is shown above.

HUMMER production is scheduled to begin June 1992. Four HUMMER body configurations allow a wide variety of uses. All models are 10,300 lbs. GVW, 184.5 inches long, 86.5 inches wide and 72 inches high. Grade capability is 60%.

4 Passenger Open/Canvas Top

2 Passenger Hard Top

4 Passenger Enclosed Utility

This model available for order beginning January 1, for delivery late in 1992.